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The value of a financial asset is the present value of future cash flows.
If you don’t believe that, please put this aside and resume your normal
daily activities. If you do believe that, you recognize that you have to
grapple with an assessment of the magnitude and timing of cash flows
as well as the appropriate rate at which to discount them.

Michael J. Mauboussin

For a company, the relevant definition of cash flow is the money that
can be returned to claimholders, including the owners of the bonds
and the stock. Cash flow is the profit the business earns after paying
taxes minus the investments the company makes. Investments are
outlays today with the expectation of profits tomorrow that make the
investments worthwhile.
The magnitude of cash flows is a function of opportunity and
economics. You can think of opportunity as the total addressable
market (TAM), defined as the revenue a company would realize if it had
100 percent share of a market it could serve while creating shareholder
value.1 Many investors use the concept of TAM to gauge a company’s
potential size.
The second part of the definition is equally important and attends
to the economics. A company’s objective should not be simply to
grow; it should be to grow such that it creates value. A company
creates value when its investments earn a return higher than the
opportunity cost of capital.
You can imagine that there are some very large addressable
markets with poor prospects for value creation and some small
markets with excellent economic prospects. The holy grail is large
markets with attractive economics.
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Naturally, opportunities that are big and lucrative attract a lot of attention from current and potential
competitors. Barriers to entry are crucial. Bruce Greenwald, a renowned professor at Columbia Business
School, goes so far as to say that “competitive advantages are actually barriers to entry.”2 So investors have to
think hard about how leading companies in large markets can sustain their positions.
Understanding the magnitude and return on investments is crucial. Investments have traditionally been in the
form of tangible assets that show up on the balance sheet. Examples include increases in working capital or
capital expenditures. But in recent decades investments have shifted in form to intangible assets, which are
expensed on the income statement and are typically absent on the balance sheet (except for when one
company acquires another).3
This is important because companies that invest heavily in intangible assets and have high returns on those
investments often produce poor profits, or may even lose money. As an investor, you want that kind of
company to invest as much as it can. The income statement looks bad, the balance sheet looks better, and the
value creation looks great.
Contrast this to generations past when tangible investments were captured on the balance sheet. In those
days, the income statement looked good but the balance sheet looked bad.
Saying this differently, two companies can have the same level of investment and return on investment but
very different financial statements based on where accountants record investments. Free cash flow, the
number we care about, may be the same but the path to get there is different.
There’s another important aspect about companies that make large investments today. They are telling their
shareholders, “We’re going to give you little or no money today but expect to give you a lot more money in the
future.” That means the cash investors can put in their pockets is both a bigger amount and further in the
future.
That leads to the concept of a discount rate. The rate at which you discount future cash flows is the
opportunity cost of capital. An estimate of the cost of capital is the answer to the question, “What could I
reasonably expect to earn for an asset of similar risk?” Asset pricing models attempt to address this question,
but the details are less important than the concept.
Investors generally “value” businesses using multiples. The most common are price/earnings (P/E) and
enterprise value/earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization (EV/EBITDA).4 Multiples are
not valuation. They are a shorthand for the valuation process. Importantly, multiples obscure the value drivers
that investors most care about. These include growth, return on incremental invested capital, and the discount
rate. As a consequence, investors who do not think in first principles will not understand the justified changes
in multiples as the result of changes in these value drivers.5
Let’s start with the basic example of the commodity P/E multiple. This is the multiple you should pay for $1 of
earnings into perpetuity assuming no value creation. You calculate the multiple by taking the inverse of the
cost of equity capital. For example, if the cost of equity is 8 percent, the commodity P/E multiple is 12.5 (1/.08
= 12.5).
The classic way to calculate the cost of equity is to start with a risk-free rate and add an equity risk premium
(ERP). In the U.S., the risk-free rate is typically the yield on the 10-year Treasury note, and the ERP is the
return you expect given the additional risk you assume to own stocks.
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The cost of equity and hence the commodity P/E multiple move around because the risk-free rate and ERP
move around. Exhibit 1 shows the commodity P/E multiple from 1961 through May 2020. The multiples are
based on estimates of the equity risk premium by Aswath Damodaran, a professor of finance at the Stern
School of Business at New York University and a leading expert in valuation.

Exhibit 1: The Commodity P/E Multiple, 1961-2020
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Source: Aswath Damodaran and Counterpoint Global.
Note: 2020 as of May 31/June 1 using COVID-adjusted ERP.

You can see that the commodity P/E multiple got as low as 5.1 in 1981 when interest rates hit their
generational peak and that the multiple as of June 1, 2020 is 16.7.6 The baseline multiple, which assumes no
value creation, has averaged 10.7 for the full period but has varied quite a bit over this time. The actual P/E
multiple for the S&P 500 has been about 35 percent higher than the commodity P/E multiple since 1961, with
most observations between 20 and 65 percent higher.
The goal of this report is to show how valuations change as we vary assumptions about growth, return on
incremental invested capital, and the discount rate. We will discuss these changes in terms of P/E multiples,
but a discounted cash flow model drives the calculations. We can measure the impact of various assumptions
because we can control the value drivers in the model.
A few more thoughts before we turn to the analysis. First, the distinction between value and growth investing is
hollow. Warren Buffett, chairman and chief executive officer of Berkshire Hathaway, correctly called it “fuzzy
thinking.”
Buffett went on to say, “Growth is always a component in the calculation of value, constituting a variable
whose importance can range from negligible to enormous and whose impact can be negative as well as
positive.” He then added, “The very term ‘value investing’ is redundant. What is ‘investing’ if it is not the act of
seeking value at least sufficient to justify the amount paid?”7
The fundamental principle is that growth only adds value when the company earns a return on its investment
that is above its cost of capital. The higher the return, the more sensitive the business is to growth. Growth is
of no economic significance if a company’s returns are equivalent to the firm’s cost of capital. As a
consequence, companies should focus not on growth per se but on value-creating growth.
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Growth destroys value if investments earn a return below the cost of capital. This frequently occurs with
acquisitions. The buyer proclaims that sales and earnings will be higher than before the deal was announced
even as it sees its stock sag.
Buffett wrote about growth and value in 1992, which is also the year Eugene Fama and Kenneth French,
professors of finance, published a highly influential paper showing that consideration of size and value along
with the capital asset pricing model explained stock price returns better than the capital asset pricing model did
by itself.8
This work popularized the value factor, which is essentially a screen for statistically “cheap” stocks as
measured by multiples such as price/earnings and price/book.9 This in turn led to the categorization of
investment managers as “value” or “growth” based on this factor, which further reinforced the false dichotomy
that Buffett sought to redress.
A second thought relates to the concept of duration. More familiar to bond investors than stock investors,
duration measures the weighted average time investors should expect to wait before they receive cash flows.
For example, the duration of a zero-coupon bond is the same as its maturity. All else being equal, bonds that
mature further into the future have longer durations than bonds that mature sooner.
Similarly, the stocks of companies that have opportunities to make value-creating investments in the short run
in order to generate higher cash flows in the long run have longer durations than the stocks of companies that
lack those opportunities. Research shows that lots of investment opportunity is linked to long duration, and
scant investment opportunity is associated with short duration.10
Duration also provides crucial insight into the sensitivity of the asset price to changes in interest rates, or the
discount rate. Long-duration assets are more sensitive to changes in interest rates than are short-duration
assets. Keep this in mind: companies that can invest a lot today at high returns on capital will not only grow
faster than the average company, their stocks will have valuations that are more sensitive to changes in the
discount rate.
The final thought is that low interest rates are commonly associated with slow real earnings growth and belowaverage business dynamism. This sets up a tug of war where on the one hand low interest rates imply high
values for a stream of cash flows, but on the other hand the prospects are dampened by slower expected cash
flow growth.
The data suggest that slow growth wins the war. As a result, the P/E multiple for the market has historically
followed an inverted “U” (see exhibit 2). Consistent with the Goldilocks principle, low median P/E multiples are
associated with very low and very high interest rates (adjusted for inflation), and high median P/E multiples are
associated with real interest rates in the middle of the range.11
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Exhibit 2: Median P/E Multiples in Various Real Interest Rate Regimes, 1881-2020
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Source: Home page of Robert J. Shiller, see: www.econ.yale.edu//~shiller/data.htm and Counterpoint Global.
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There’s a part of this story that deserves special scrutiny today. Research shows that low Treasury yields
allow industry leaders to generate excess returns and that the magnitude of those returns increases as yields
approach zero.12 While the median P/E may come under pressure as a result of slower growth prospects, a
handful of companies may continue to generate strong growth and return on incremental investment.

The Math
We start by calibrating our discounted cash flow model with inputs that yield a P/E multiple in the low 30s.
Here are the definitions and the initial assumptions:
 We assume net operating profit after tax (NOPAT) will grow 10 percent per annum. NOPAT represents
the cash profits a company would earn if it had no financial leverage.
 We assume a return on incremental invested capital (ROIIC) of 20 percent. ROIIC is defined as the
change in NOPAT from this year to next year divided by this year’s investment. For example, if NOPAT
grows by $10 next year and the company invests $50 this year, the ROIIC is 20 percent (10/50). Note
that it does not matter if the investment is expensed or capitalized, save for some effect on taxes.
 We assume the cost of equity capital to be 6.7 percent, which was Aswath Damodaran’s estimate as of
February 1, 2020. The cost of equity measures the return an investor expects to earn given the assumed
risk. As such, the figure is the sum of the risk-free rate of 1.5 percent and an estimated equity risk
premium of 5.2 percent. We assume the company is financed solely with equity for simplicity. Adding
debt makes the calculations slightly more cumbersome but does not change the story.
 The model values explicit cash flows for 15 years after which it uses a perpetuity to estimate the residual
value. Specifically, the model takes NOPAT in year 16, which reflects the benefit of the investment made
in year 15, and capitalizes it by the cost of equity. That figure is then discounted to a present value.
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Here’s a summary of the inputs and the output:
NOPAT growth:
ROIIC:
Cost of capital:

10%
20%
6.7%

→

P/E: 32.3

If we increase the growth rate to 15 percent and hold everything else constant, we get this result:
NOPAT growth:
ROIIC:
Cost of capital:

15%
20%
6.7%

→

P/E: 52.2

We will now change these assumptions to see what the impact is on the P/E multiple. Because most investors
who use multiples do not contemplate foundational assumptions, the changes are larger than they generally
expect.
Growth. Let’s start by reducing the growth rate from 10 percent to 7 percent. We’ll assume the base year
earnings are $100.

Growth
10% → 7%

Next year’s earnings
Before After
$110
$107

P/E
Before After
32.3
24.9

Note that the change in growth reduces next year’s earnings by only 2.7 percent, but that the warranted P/E
multiple drops a more precipitous 22.9 percent. Investors often calculate the P/E multiple using the current
price and next year’s earnings. As a result, they sometimes believe that the market overreacts to what appear
to be modest changes in the near-term earnings. But if expectations for the trajectory of growth really do shift
down, the large apparent drop in the P/E multiple is completely justified.
Now let’s look at how a 300 basis point reduction in expected growth affects the business that is expected to
grow 15 percent:

Growth
15% → 12%

Next year’s earnings
Before After
$115
$112

P/E
Before After
52.2
39.0

Here, next year’s earnings are revised down by just 2.6 percent, but the warranted P/E multiple is 25.3 percent
lower. When ROIIC’s are well above the cost of capital, the value of the business is highly sensitive to
changes in the growth rate of NOPAT.
Exhibit 3 shows that the relationship between growth and the P/E is convex. Small changes in growth
expectations can lead to large changes in the P/E, especially when growth rates are high.
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Exhibit 3: Warranted P/E Multiples with Different Growth Rates
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Source: Counterpoint Global.
Note: Assumes an ROIIC of 20 percent, a cost of capital of 6.7 percent, a 15-year forecast period, all equity financing, and
a residual value using the perpetuity method.

This calculation substantiates Buffett’s point that, “Growth is always a component in the calculation of value,
constituting a variable whose importance can range from negligible to enormous.” Growth makes little
difference for businesses that earn a return close to the cost of capital but is a huge amplifier of value for highreturn businesses.
ROIIC. We now turn to seeing the impact of changing assumptions about ROIIC. We’ll revert back to our 10
percent baseline NOPAT growth and consider the warranted P/E multiples assuming different ROIICs.
Exhibit 4 shows the results. Recall that the commodity P/E is 14.9. Here’s the way to think about it: ROIIC tells
you how much you have to invest to achieve an assumed growth rate. A high ROIIC means you don’t need to
invest much to grow, which means there’s more cash left over for shareholders. A low ROIIC means you have
to invest a lot of capital to grow, leaving little for the owners.

Exhibit 4: Warranted P/E Multiples with Different ROIICs
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Buffett added that the impact of growth “can be negative as well as positive.” Growth is a negative when the
ROIIC is below the cost of capital. In that case, a company is spending $1 worth of capital to attain less than
$1 of value. The faster the company grows the more wealth it destroys.
The exhibit shows that an ROIIC below the cost of capital of 6.7 percent yields a P/E multiple below the
commodity multiple. Acquisitions are again a case in point. For buyers, M&A deals commonly add to earnings
growth but subtract from value. You can think of low-ROIIC investments as pushing down the P/E multiple of a
company’s stock toward the commodity multiple.
Discount rate. As of June 1, 2020, Aswath Damodaran’s estimate of the cost of equity dropped to 6.0 percent
as the result of the market rally in April and May. Investors need to consider the discount rate carefully for a
few reasons.
First, the composition of expected returns is markedly different than it was as recently as late 2019.
Specifically, the yield on the 10-year Treasury note, a proxy for the risk-free rate, has declined from 1.9
percent at year-end 2019 to about 0.7 percent on June 1, 2020. The equity risk premium, on the other hand, is
roughly at the same level as year-end after having gone up when the market fell and down when the market
rose. Nearly 90 percent of the expected return from equities now comes from the risk premium, up from about
75 percent at the beginning of the year.
Second, this mix shift has implications for asset allocation. Returns for an asset class over a particular period
are sensitive to the starting and ending valuations. The yield on the 10-year Treasury note today suggests that
future returns for the risk-free rate will be less than those of the past.
Finally, and most important to our discussion, long-duration assets are very sensitive to changes in the
discount rate. Those companies that can invest a lot while earning high ROIICs will achieve above-average
growth. In today’s environment of low expected returns, the stocks of these companies are worth substantially
more than they were in an environment of higher expected returns.
No one knows where interest rates or the ERP are headed, but everyone should take a moment to appreciate
the relationship between the discount rate and long-duration assets. The connection is not intuitive to those
who do not deal with the ideas all of the time.

Conclusion
Most investors value stocks using multiples, which tend to obscure the underlying drivers of value. Many
investors also seek to distinguish between value and growth stocks, which are commonly sorted based on
multiples of earnings or book value. The important drivers of value are opaque with these practices, and very
few investors have a clear sense of how revisions in expectations for those drivers change multiples.
In particular, we focused on how changes in growth rates can affect P/E multiples, the idea that companies
with substantial current investment opportunities that are attractive lengthen their duration, and why the
distinction between growth and value is muddled.
While our core hypothetical examples assumed a business with very attractive economics, it is important to
bear in mind that ROIICs eventually drift lower as a consequence of factors such as competition, maturation,
obsolescence, and disruption.
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Bruce Greenwald uses the example of an imaginary company called Top Toaster. Top Toaster’s high initial
returns gradually drop as competitors come along and drive incremental returns toward the cost of capital.
Once ROIIC is equal to the cost of capital, Top Toaster will trade at the commodity multiple and an enterprise
value equivalent to its invested capital. This is in the future of almost all companies. Sometimes this reality is
near and sometimes it’s distant. To bring the point home, Greenwald says, “In the long run, everything is a
toaster.”13

Please see Important Disclosures on pages 11-13
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Type II Financial Instruments Firms Association.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
EMEA: This marketing communication has been issued by Morgan Stanley Investment Management Limited
(“MSIM”). Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England No. 1981121.
Registered Office: 25 Cabot Square, Canary Wharf, London E14 4QA.
There is no guarantee that any investment strategy will work under all market conditions, and each investor
should evaluate their ability to invest for the long-term, especially during periods of downturn in the market. Prior
to investing, investors should carefully review the strategy’s / product’s relevant offering document. There are
important differences in how the strategy is carried out in each of the investment vehicles.
A separately managed account may not be appropriate for all investors. Separate accounts managed
according to the Strategy include a number of securities and will not necessarily track the performance
of any index. Please consider the investment objectives, risks and fees of the Strategy carefully before
investing.
The views and opinions are those of the author or the investment team as of the date of preparation of this
material and are subject to change at any time due to market or economic conditions and may not necessarily
come to pass. Furthermore, the views will not be updated or otherwise revised to reflect information that
subsequently becomes available or circumstances existing, or changes occurring, after the date of publication.
The views expressed do not reflect the opinions of all investment teams at Morgan Stanley Investment
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Management (MSIM) or the views of the firm as a whole, and may not be reflected in all the strategies and
products that the Firm offers.
Certain information herein is based on data obtained from third party sources believed to be reliable. However,
we have not verified this information, and we make no representations whatsoever as to its accuracy or
completeness.
The information herein is a general communications which is not impartial and has been prepared solely for
information and educational purposes and does not constitute an offer or a recommendation to buy or sell any
particular security or to adopt any specific investment strategy. The material contained herein has not been
based on a consideration of any individual client circumstances and is not investment advice, nor should it be
construed in any way as tax, accounting, legal or regulatory advice. To that end, investors should seek
independent legal and financial advice, including advice as to tax consequences, before making any investment
decision.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
Charts and graphs provided herein are for illustrative purposes only.
This communication is not a product of Morgan Stanley’s Research Department and should not be regarded as
a research recommendation. The information contained herein has not been prepared in accordance with legal
requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition
on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research.
The information contained in this communication is not a research recommendation or ‘investment research’
and is classified as a ‘Marketing Communication’ in accordance with the applicable European regulation or Swiss
regulation. This means that this marketing communication (a) has not been prepared in accordance with legal
requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research (b) is not subject to any prohibition
on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research.
MSIM has not authorized financial intermediaries to use and to distribute this document, unless such use and
distribution is made in accordance with applicable law and regulation. MSIM shall not be liable for, and accepts
no liability for, the use or misuse of this document by any such financial intermediary. If you are a distributor of
the Morgan Stanley Investment Funds, some or all of the funds or shares in individual funds may be available
for distribution. Please refer to your sub-distribution agreement for these details before forwarding fund
information to your clients.
The whole or any part of this work may not be reproduced, copied or transmitted or any of its contents disclosed
to third parties without MSIM’s express written consent.
All information contained herein is proprietary and is protected under copyright law.
Morgan Stanley Investment Management is the asset management division of Morgan Stanley.
This document may be translated into other languages. Where such a translation is made this English version
remains definitive. If there are any discrepancies between the English version and any version of this document
in another language, the English version shall prevail.
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